OxyTech

Product Information

Questions often asked:
Advanced Oxygen Technology
OxyTech is a uniquely formulated colon conditioner which is
fast acting and is scientifically designed to work gently, safely
and effectively without bulky fibre, chalky taste or harsh
side-effects.
For candida, bloated stomach, irritable bowel,
leaky-gut, skin disorder, continuous constipation
or diarrhoea and lack of oxygen and energy.

It breaks debris in the colon into very small pieces that can be
easily and gently eliminated. A clean and healthy colon can lead
to more effective absorption of vitamins, minerals and nutrients.
In OxyTech, Ozone (03) and Oxygen (02) are bonded to
magnesium. When the OxyTech capsules are ingested with
water in the stomach, the bonding between the magnesium and
the oxygen molecules is cleaved and the oxygen is absorbed by
the blood, lymph and cellular fluids very quickly.

Ingredients

per 2 capsules

Ascorbic Acid
Bioflavonoid complex
Elemental Magnesium
Vitamin C
Sodium

150 mg
50 mg
380 mg
75 mg
60 mg

The capsule shells are of plant origin and therefore suitable for vegans and
vegetarians, as they contain no animal ingredients.

How long can I take OxyTech?
“One should never advise people to take any supplement forever.
I have taken on average 4 OxyTech capsules for about 20 years and
could not do without them to regulate my digestive system and give
me more energy” Rolf Gordon
Could the Magnesium in the OxyTech be too much for me?
Magnesium is vital to enable your body to function properly and is very
good for you. The majority of the Magnesium is used up creating the
oxygen. OxyTech is perfect for getting a good “flow” through your colon
and in the process releases any debris in the colon collected over the years.
Can I take OxyTech with such and such medicine, antibiotics,
steroids, homoeopathic remedies etc.?
We jokingly say ‘can you breathe when you take these medicines etc.?’
It can be taken with everything and is particularly good if you take
antibiotics, which may damage some good digestive bacteria that
love OxyTech.
How does OxyTech compare with a Colonic Irrigation and
Coffee Enemas?
OxyTech will not only benefit your complete digestive system, but will
also give the whole of your body more oxygen on a continuous basis. A
Colonic Irrigation will clean out you colon. Coffee Enemas are supposed
to clean out your whole body, but both methods are cumbersome to
carry out and need to be administered on regular basic.
Is OxyTech a Laxative?
Laxatives irritate your bowels to make them forcefully expel. They are
habit forming and they stretch and expand your colon unnecessarily.
On the contrary, OxyTech regenerates your colon lining, so that it
functions normally.
Can children take OxyTech?
It is ideal for children at any age who are constipated or are taking
antibiotics. If the child is too small to swallow capsules, the contents
from a capsule can be spread on food, mixed in a smoothie, or taken
with a drink they can tolerate.
If I get food poisoning?
Take a large dose of OxyTech (say up to 10 capsules) as soon as possible.
How do I deal with constipation?
Increase the nightly dose of OxyTech until constipation has been
solved, then bring dosage back to a maintenance dose, this keeps your
system regular.
Will OxyTech help with my candida and/or other digestive
problems?
One of the main causes of candida is the frequent and prolonged intake
of antibiotics, both direct and indirect through the food chain from
antibiotics given to farm animals or from you taking steroids such as
cortisone and the contraceptive pill.
My baby has colic?
If you are breast feeding, you can take OxyTech to regulate your body.
If bottle feeding give baby OxyTech powder by teaspoon mixed with
something they can tolerate.
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The Importance of Oxygen

Testimonials

Of all the chemical elements, oxygen is the most vital to the human body.
We would survive for only minutes without oxygen. Oxygen is the
life-giving, life-sustaining element. Approximately 90% of the body’s
energy is created by oxygen. Nearly all of the body’s activities, from brain
function to elimination, are regulated by oxygen.

“OxyTech has successfully cleared my daughter’s

The only way to truly optimise health is to ensure complete cellular
oxygenation. Every one of the body’s trillions of cells demands oxygen
for proper function. Oxygen starvation at cellular level (hypoxia) is the
underlying cause of most serious illness.
This oxygen-energy cycle has become critically important today, more
than at any time in human history, because of the unnatural decrease in
atmospheric oxygen.
There are many causes for this decrease in atmospheric oxygen such as
deforestation, auto and industrial pollution, devitalised soil, volcanic
eruptions and so on. It has been estimated that the air breathed by our
distant ancestors contained approximately 50% oxygen. Two hundred
years ago, the air was composed of 38% oxygen and 1% carbon dioxide.
The level measured by Swiss scientists in 1945-1946 was 22%. They have
been carefully monitoring it ever since. The most recent measurement
was 19% with more than 25% carbon dioxide. In our major cities the
oxygen level can be lower than 10%!
It is clearly of the utmost importance that we begin to significantly
increase our intake of oxygen.

Instructions on how to take OxyTech

Candida”. Mr. K. M. Yorkshire
“I’ve been taking OxyTech since 2001 and it has
solved all my gut problems” Mrs. S.M. North Yorkshire
“I have been constipated for years. Everything I have
tried before has stopped working after a while.
OxyTech keeps on working” Mrs. P. W. Bucks
“My stomach bloating stopped as soon as I started
taking OxyTech” R.D.G. Kent
“I stopped taking OxyTech, but my energy plummeted
again, so I’m back on OxyTech” Practitioner in Midlands
“A week after starting OxyTech I gave blood and the
nurse remarked: ‘your blood is very well oxygenated”
S.D.K. London
“My skin disorder, which I’ve had for almost 25
years, disappeared as soon as I started taking
OxyTech” C.C.P. USA
“Before I started taking OxyTech I had been

These are guidelines, as we are all different and it is up to you to
determine what is the correct number of capsules for you to take. When
taking the capsules, some people experience false diarrhoea, as their
colon cleanses. This is nothing to worry about and is, in fact, a sign that
the capsules are working and cleaning your digestive tract.

constipated for 20 years” P.J. Scotland

It’s important that you make sure you drink plenty of water.

need to take prescriptive medicine for life. Now I only

Take the capsules one hour after your last meal. Taking the capsules
very late in the evening may interfere with your sleep.
Initially take one capsule in the evening. Increase the dosage by one
capsule every evening, to as many capsules needed to solve your
digestion problem. Stay at this level for about 10 days.
Daily maintenance after achieving desired results: take between one
and six capsules daily, whatever suits you without being constipated or
having diarrhoea.
Some very sensitive people may only be able to start with 1 capsule and
build dose up by 1 capsule extended over a period. Please do not give
up, because if you are very sensitive you are the one, which most need
OxyTech. Even if one capsule is too much start taking the OxyTech
capsules with meals.
More energy: OxyTech has shown to increase the oxygen in your
blood within ten minutes of taking the capsules. This is why many
people feel that they have more energy after taking OxyTech on a
regular basic.
Diarrhoea: In most cases, OxyTech deals with diarrhoea very quickly.
If you feel a cold coming on, the disturbance can literally be blasted out
of your system by taking OxyTech. The worst that will happen is that
you may get loose stools for a short while, but cold, flu or whatever will
often just disappear.
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“Your OxyTech has been very helpful in purifying and
stabilising my stomach. My doctor told me I had
several chronic stomach diseases and that I would
take OxyTech and I am getting better!” D.N. Denmark
“After trying many remedies over a long period
OxyTech at last got rid of my Candida” J.S.J. South Wales
“It’s the first time in weeks that I’ve had any relief
from constipation!” P.L. Edmonton
“I have had Candida and a leaky gut for a long time.
I’ve tried many types of medicines and herbs etc.
without any success. Since I have been on OxyTech, I
have not had any digestive problems.” Mrs. W.B. Kent
“The Oxygen Therapy is going great!” Mrs J.M.

Full money back Guarantee

If you feel that you have not benefited from taking 150 OxyTech
capsules, you can return the balance for a full refund.
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